1. 羅馬劇場與理垣樓109教室旁空地
2. D區收費停車場東面三角綠地
3. 靜安樓正門前面相思樹林
4. 思高學苑東邊空地
5. 至善樓西南側空地
6. 至善樓東南側空地
7. 主顧樓後方水塔旁榕樹下
Providence University

Location Map of Smoking Areas

1. Roman theater and space near No.109 classroom of Anthony Kuo Hall.
2. Triangle green land at eastern side of D-Zone Pay Parking Area.
3. Acacia woods at front-side of Jing-An Hall.
4. Eastern space of St. Bosco Hall.
5. South-western side space of Zhi-Shan Hall.
6. South-eastern side space of Zhi-Shan Hall.
7. Under Banyan tree near water tower at the rear side of Providence Hall.